Abstract. We study the exponential stabilization of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations around an unstable stationary solution, by means of a feedback boundary control, in dimension 2 or 3. The feedback law is determined by solving a Linear-Quadratic control problem. We do not assume that the normal component of the control is equal to zero. In that case the state equation, satisfied by the velocity field y, is decoupled into an evolution equation satisfied by P y, where P is the so-called Helmholtz projection operator, and a quasi-stationary elliptic equation satisfied by (I − P )y. Using this decomposition we show that the feedback law can be expressed only in function of P y. In the two dimensional case we show that the linear feedback law provides a local exponential stabilization of the Navier-Stokes equations.
1. Setting of the problem. Let Ω be a bounded and connected domain in R 2 or R 3 with a regular boundary Γ, ν > 0, and consider a couple (w, χ) -a velocity field and a pressure -solution to the stationary Navier-Stokes equations in Ω:
−ν∆w + (w · ∇)w + ∇χ = f and div w = 0 in Ω, w = u ∞ s on Γ.
(1.1)
We assume that w is regular and is an unstable solution of the instationary Navier-Stokes equations. The purpose of this paper is to determine a Dirichlet boundary control u, in feedback form, localized in a part of the boundary Γ, so that the corresponding controlled system: Thus y 0 is a perturbation of the stationary solution w.
To study the local feedback stabilization of system (1.2), we first study the feedback stabilization of the corresponding linearized system ∂y ∂t − ν∆y + (w · ∇)y + (y · ∇)w + ∇p = 0, in Q ∞ , div y = 0 in Q ∞ , y = M u on Σ ∞ , y(0) = y 0 in Ω.
(1.3)
To stabilize this system we can look for a control u belonging either to L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 (Γ)) or to L 2 (0, ∞; V The feedback control law is given by u(t) = Ky(t) for all t ∈ (0, ∞).
(1.5)
In place of (1.4) we can look for an exponential decay |y(t)| X(Ω) ≤ Ce −σt |y 0 | X(Ω) for all t ∈ (0, ∞), with σ > 0. (1.6) Let us underline that a feedback law of the form (1.5) is a pointwise (in time) feedback law. A feedback law may be of a different form, for example of the form
In engineering applications pointwise feedback law are needed because they are more robust with respect to perturbations in the models. This paper is only focused on the characterization of pointwise feedback laws for the Oseen and the Navier-Stokes equations. Several important questions must be addressed when we look for a pointwise feedback law able to stabilize system (1.3) or (1.2):
(Q 1 ) Does there exist a control u ∈ L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 (Γ)) such that the solution of (1.3) obeys (1.6) or (1.4) ? In other words, is the system (1.3) stabilizable ?
(Q 2 ) Assume that K is a pointwise feedback law able to stabilize system (1.3) in X(Ω). Does K also stabilize the nonlinear system (1.2) for |y 0 | X(Ω) small enough ?
(Q 3 ) Assume that we have proved the existence of a feedback law stabilizing system (1.3). Can we find an equation characterizing K which can be numerically solved by classical methods ?
We stop the list here, but lot of other questions are very important in applications, such as the robustness of feedback laws, the numerical accuracy of approximations.
In this paper, we do not address the stabilizability of system (1.3), and we shall use the existing results in the literature. This paper is mainly devoted to (Q 2 ) and (Q 3 ). But firstly mention some results answering to (Q 1 ).
When w ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and X(Ω) = V 0 n (Ω) ∩ L 4 (Ω), the existence of a boundary control u ∈ L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 (Γ)) such that the solution of system (1.3) obeys (1.6) may be deduced, by using an extension method, from exact controllability results with internal controls stated in [9] .
In the three dimensional case, and when X(Ω) = y ∈ H 1 (Ω) | div y = 0 in Ω , the existence of a feedback control law exponentially stabilizing (1.2) or (1.3) is proved in [13] . But the feedback operator constructed in [13] is of the form L 0 (it is not a pointwise feedback operator, and it requires the knowledge of the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of the Oseen operator of equation (1.3) ).
In the three dimensional cases, when Ω is simply connected, Barbu, Lasiecka and Triggiani [4] have proved the stabilizability of system (1.3) in X(Ω) = y ∈ H 1/2+ε (Ω) | div y = 0 in Ω, y · n = 0 on Γ with controls u ∈ L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 n (Γ)) acting everywhere on the bondary Γ. Some additional results in the two dimensional case are also stated in [4] (see also section 7.1).
Let us now focus on (Q 2 ) and (Q 3 ). One way to address these questions is to use the optimal control theory, where the pointwise feedback law is obtained by solving an infinite time horizon control problem of the form (Q) inf J(y, u) | (y, u) satisfies (1.3), u ∈ L 2 (0, T ; U) .
More precisely one has to prove that the value function of problem (Q) obeys inf(Q) = Πy 0 , y 0
, where Π ∈ L(V 0 n (Ω)), Π = Π * ≥ 0. Next the feedback law is defined thanks to the operator Π. In this framework, question (Q 3 ) can be reformulated as follows: Does the operator Π satisfy an algebraic Riccati equation in the domain of the Oseen operator ?
The answer depends on the choice of J and u and is not necessarily obvious in the case of a boundary control problem.
According to the stabilizability results mentioned above, we have two possible choices for U:
Both choices are interesting for applications. Even if U = V 0 (Γ) leads to a little bit complicated analysis, this case is interesting since the normal velocity is used as a control in many applications [17, 21, 29] . These papers are devoted to the suppression of vortex shedding past a cylinder. It corresponds to the case where Ω = Ω e \ Ω i , Ω i is a bounded domain in R 2 with a regular boundary Γ i , and Ω e is an other bounded domain in R 2 with a regular boundary Γ e such that Ω i ⊂ Ω e (Ω i is a disk in the case of a circular cylinder). Given a stationary velocity u ∞ s , we can take (w, χ) as the solution to the stationary NavierStokes equation (1.1) with f = 0. In that case the control has to be localized in a part of the boundary Γ i , and Γ e must be far enough from the cylinder in order that the solution to the stationary or instationary Navier-Stokes equations give a good approximation of the corresponding equation in the exterior domain R 2 \ Ω i . Some heuristic feedback laws have been successfully tested in numerical experiments [29, 21] , but in general these feedback laws, which are designed for a very specific value of u ∞ s , are not robust with respect to perturbations of u ∞ s , contrarily to feedback laws obtained by solving Riccati equations. This paper is written in the case when U = V 0 (Γ) and the adaptation to the case when U = V 0 n (Γ) is given in section 7.1. We would like to underline that the choice of J is critical. Indeed once X(Ω), U and J are chosen, K is generally uniquely determined. Thus we have to choose J so that the corresponding feedback law also stabilizes system (1.2). The functional J is usually of the form
where the observation operator C may be a bounded or an unbounded operator in
. In [4, 2] , C is chosen so that |Cy| V 0 (Ω) be a norm in V 0 n (Ω) equivalent to the usual norm of the space H 3/2+ε (Ω), for some ε > 0. The idea in [4, 2] is to choose the operator C so that the norm |Cy| V 0 (Ω) be strong enough to dominate the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations. In that way a Lyapunov function for the nonlinear closed loop system can be defined thanks to Π. The price to pay is that the operator Π, corresponding this problem, does not satisfy a Riccati equation in the domain of the Oseen operator.
An algebraic Riccati equation is stated only in D((A Π )
2 ) [4, section 4.5], where A Π is the infinitesimal generator of the associated closed loop system. Thus the domain in which the Riccati equation is stated depends on the unknown Π of the equation. This is a serious drawback.
Here we follow a different approach. We choose J as follows
One difficulty comes from the fact that, choosing U = V 0 (Γ), the system (1.3) cannot be written in the form of a classical evolution equation. We have shown in [30] that (1.3) can be rewritten in the form: 8) where A is the corresponding Oseen operator, B is a boundary control operator, P is the so-called Helmholtz or Leray projector, and D A the Dirichlet operator associated with A. For the precise definitions and properties of these operators we refer to section 2. Using the writing of system (1.3) in the form (1.8), we show that the control problem (Q) can be rewritten in the form of another control problem in which the state variable is P y and not y. This transformation is essential in our approach. It leads to a Riccati equation which is the natural one for the new control problem, but which is not the expected one if we only consider problem (Q). Moreover the Riccati equation is satisfied in the domain of A. Now the difficulty is to prove that the linear feedback law determined in this way also stabilizes the nonlinear equation (1.2) . This is not obvious because the norm of y involved in J is to weak to dominate the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus we cannot follow the Lyapunov function approach as in [2] and [4] . We develop a completely different approach. We study the regularizing properties of the operator Π. Thanks to these results -which, to the best of our knowledge, are new even in the case of other parabolic equations like the heat equation -we are able to establish a local feedback stabilization result for the Navier-Stokes equation for initial data y 0 small enough in the space V
, for all 0 < ε < 1/4. We show that the solution to the closed loop nonlinear system obeys an exponential decay in the corresponding space
. Finally mention that in the three dimensional case, the stabilization of the nonlinear problem cannot be treated with the same tools and requires a more delicate analysis [31, 32] .
The paper is organized as follows. The Oseen operator and some associated boundary control operators are studied in section 2. Optimality conditions for the finite horizon control problem of the Oseen equations are established in section 3. We study the corresponding infinite time horizon control problem in section 4. We show that the optimal solution of this problem is characterized by an optimality system. This kind of characterization, which is known in the case of bounded control operators [1, 3] is, to the best of our knowledge, new in the case of unbounded operators. Thanks to this optimality system we are able to study the regularity properties of the feedback operator. In order to study the nonlinear problem, we first study in section 5 a nonhomogeneous linear-quadratic control problem. The nonhomogeneous term will play the role of the nonlinearity in the next section. The local stabilization of the Navier-Stokes equations is studied in section 6. Some additional results are stated in section 7. We have collected some regularity results needed throughout the paper in an appendix.
2. Functional framework.
2.1. Notation and assumptions. Let us introduce the following spaces:
, the same notation conventions will be used for trace spaces and for the spaces H s 0 (Ω; R N ). We also introduce different spaces of free divergence functions and some corresponding trace spaces:
In the above setting n denotes the unit normal to Γ outward Ω. We shall use the following notation
and Σt ,T = Γ × (t, T ) fort > 0, and 0 < T ≤ ∞. For spaces of time dependent functions we set
and
We assume that Ω is of class C 4 and w ∈ V 3 (Ω). 
where |Γ| is the (N − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Γ. By this way, we can replace the condition supp(u) ⊂ Γ c by considering a boundary condition of the form
The main interest of this operator
) for some 0 < s ≤ 2, and ifũ denotes the extension of u by zero to
, which is not true forũ. For all ψ ∈ H 1/2+ε (Ω), with ε > 0, we denote by c(ψ) and c(mψ) the constants defined by
2.2. Properties of some operators. In the following we consider the linearized Navier-Stokes equation 2) and the adjoint equation
where T is finite or infinite. To study these equations, we introduce the Stokes and the Oseen operators associated with equations (2.2) and (2. 
Throughout the following we denote by λ 0 > 0 an element in the resolvent set of A satisfying
for all y ∈ D(A), and 
Proof. Under condition (2.4) the analyticity of the semigroup generated by (A − λ 0 I) is well known ([6, Chapter 1, Theorem 2.1.2]). The characterization of the domains of fractional powers of (λ 0 I − A) and (λ 0 I − A * ) may be deduced from [28] .
Observe that the semigroups (e t(A−λ0I) ) t≥0 and (e t(A * −λ0I) ) t≥0 are exponentially stable on V 0 n (Ω) and that
(Ω), the result is still true for functions in
Let us introduce D A and D p , two Dirichlet operators associated with A, defined as follows. For
where (z, π) is the solution of 6) and c(π) is defined by (2.1). Proof. Part (i) is well known when w = 0 (see e.g. [35] ). Its adaptation in the case when w ∈ V 3 (Ω) is given in [30, Corollary 7.1] . Part (ii) is stated in [30, Lemma 7.4] .
Let us define the operators γ τ ∈ L(V 0 (Γ)) and γ n ∈ L(V 0 (Γ)) by 
Let us also denote by
The operators γ τ and γ n satisfy:
Proof. From the definition of M it follows that
Observe that P Γ γ τ = γ τ = γ τ P Γ , and mγ τ = γ τ m. Thus we have
Thus the second identity is established. Since γ τ + γ n = I, where I is the identity operator in V 0 (Γ), we have M (γ τ + γ n ) = (γ τ + γ n )M , and the identity M γ n = γ n M follows from the equality M γ τ = γ τ M . The first two identities satisfied by γ τ and γ n are obvious. Moreover, if γ n u = 0 then D A u ∈ V 0 n (Ω), and (I − P )D A u = 0. This proves the last identity.
In the next lemma we study the properties of an operator R A which plays a crucial role in optimality conditions of control problems that we consider.
Lemma 2.5. The operator
into itself, and we have
.
Thus u = 0, which shows that R A is injective. From the Fredholm alternative it follows that R A is an isomorphism from V s (Γ) into itself. With the identities stated in Lemma 2.4, we can write
From the above identities it follows that
Thus the restriction of R
into itself. Also observe that the restriction of γ n R A γ n to V 0 τ (Γ) enjoys the same property. The last identities in the lemma follows from these properties.
We introduce the operators
Let us set
Let us prove the result for B n,α , the other one can be shown in a similar way. Let u ∈ V 0 (Γ),
Every z ∈ D(A * ) is the solution to the equation
where
It is well known that ν ∂z ∂n − q n satisfies the estimate
Combining this inequality with (2.7), we obtain
Thus the proof is complete.
(Ω) with s ≥ 2, the following estimate holds
Proof. The first result is a direct consequence of the definition of B and of the fact that B is a bounded operator from V 0 (Γ) into (D(A * )) . The identities for B * τ Φ and B * n Φ follows from Lemma 2.4. From the definitions of B * and D *
A it follows that
where (Φ,ψ) is defined by
and c(ψ) is defined by (2.1). From the first equation we deduce (
The estimate of B * Φ directly follows from its definition. The proof is complete.
3.
A finite time horizon control problem. To deal with the stabilization problem formulated in section 1, we first study the following optimal control problem
The main objective of this section is to establish optimality conditions for (Q T s,ζ ) and to show that the optimal solution (ȳ,ū) obeys a pointwise feedback formulation defined thanks to the solution to a differential Riccati equation. To look for the solution u to problem (Q T s,ζ ) in feedback form, we rewrite equation (3.1) in the form
As we see the situation is more complicated than in the case when we have a single equation of the form y = Ay + Bu and when the feedback law is of the formū(t) = −B * Π(t)ȳ(t) (Π being the solution of some differential Riccati equation). To overcome the difficulty coming from the presence of the second equation (I − P )y = (I − P )D A γ n M u, which is not an evolution equation, we also transform the writing of the functional J T in the following way:
Thus, if y is the solution of (3.1), we have
where R A is the operator introduced in Lemma 2.5.
Even if problems (Q T s,ζ ) and (P T s,ζ ) are equivalent, we are going to see that the optimality conditions for (P T s,ζ ) allows us to prove regularity results for the optimal solution (ȳ,ū), that we cannot obtain with the optimality system of problem (Q T s,ζ ).
where Φ s ζ is solution to the equation
Conversely the system
but we prefer to keep the writing using the decomposition of B * in the form B * τ + B * n to give the respective expressions of the tangential and the normal components.
Proof. (i) The existence of a unique solution (y
. Denote by (y u , p u ) the solution to equation (3.2) corresponding to u, and set
We have
where z is the solution to
Let Φ be the solution to the equation
The functions z and Φ obey the following identity
(ii) From part (i) of the proof it follows that (y There is another way to characterize the optimal solution of (P Proof
Denote by y u the solution to equation (3.1), and set
where (z, q) is the solution to
Let (Φ, ψ) be the solution to the equation
We can verify that
Thus u s ζ is characterized by
The proof is complete. Since (P T s,ζ ) and (Q T s,ζ ) admit the same solution we have
The characterization given in (3.7) seems to be easier to use than the one in (3.3). However we are going to see that we are able to characterize the regularity of the solution (y s ζ , u s ζ ) in an optimal way by using (3.3), which is not the case with (3.7). To understand the relationship between (3.3) and (3.7), let us rewrite the second equation in (3.5) in the form 
and the optimal control u s ζ is defined by
Proof. From Proposition 2.7 it follows that
where ∇ψ s ζ is defined by
Thus ∇ψ
and due to Lemma 2.5 the proof is complete.
In the following theorem we improve the regularity result of the optimal solution. Theorem 3.6. 
for all ε > 0, whereψ s ζ is the pressure appearing in equation (3.9) . From this regularity result and from Lemma 3.5, we deduce that
where 
The proof is complete. Remark 3.7. Observe that the regularity result stated in Theorem 3.6 has been obtained by using the expression of u 
Next using (3.10) we can show that
and the proof is complete. Let Π(s) be the operator defined by
where (P y 
From the definition of Π, from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.8, we deduce the following theorem. We also refer to [24 
, it obeys the feedback formula
and the optimal cost is given by
If we set Π(t) = Π(T − t), then Π is the unique solution in
From the definition of Π it follows that Π(0) = Π(T ).
4. An infinite time horizon problem. In this section we want to study problem (P ∞ 0,y0 ), and we want to study the regularity of its solution in function of the regularity of y 0 . For notational simplicity problem (P ∞ 0,y0 ) will now be denoted by (P 0,y0 ), and the state variable by y and not P y as in the previous section. With this notation the problem we consider is
Accordingly, for 0 ≤ s < k < ∞, problem (P k s,ζ ) will now be defined by
* , such that the optimal cost is given by
Proof. From the null controllability results stated in [9] , we can deduce that there exist controls u ∈ L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 (Γ)) such that I(y u , u) < ∞, where y u is the solution of equation (4.1) corresponding to u. The null controllability results in [9] are stated for a distributed control. Using an extension of the domain, this result also provides a null controllability result for a control localized on the boundary. The existence of a unique solution (y y0 , u y0 ) to (P 0,y0 ) follows from classical arguments.
From the dynamic programming principle, it follows that the mapping
is nondecreasing, and we have
As in [7] , or in [24] , we can show that there exists an operator Π ∈ L(V 0 n (Ω)) satisfying Π = Π * ≥ 0 and
Let us show that I(y y0 , u y0 ) =
. Problem (P k 0,y0 ) admits a unique solution (y k , u k ) characterized by
Convergence of y k and u k . Denote byũ k the extension by zero of u k to (k, ∞), and byỹ k the extension by zero of y k to (k, ∞). Since we have
By passing to the limit in the above inequality we obtain
And by passing to the limit in the equation satisfied by (y k , u k ), we have
Thus the pair (y ∞ , u ∞ ) is admissible and we have (y ∞ , u ∞ ) = (y y0 , u y0 ), because I(y ∞ , u ∞ ) ≤ I(y y0 , u y0 ). Therefore we can claim that
, by passing to the limit when k tends to infinity, we obtain
We denote by ϕ(y 0 ) the value function of problem (P 0,y0 ), that is:
Lemma 4.2. For every y 0 ∈ V 0 n (Ω), the system
and it satisfies:
is the solution of (P 0,y0 ). Proof. For notational simplicity the solution to (P 0,y0 ) will now be denoted by (ŷ,û). We denote by ϕ k (0, y 0 ) the value function of problem (P k 0,y0 ) and by ϕ k (t, ζ) the value function of problem (P k t,ζ ). Let (yt k , ut k ) be the solution of (P k t,y k (t) ), and let (y k , u k ) be the solution of (P k 0,y0 ) characterized by (4.3). Denote by Φt k the adjoint state corresponding to (yt k , ut k ), and by Φ k the adjoint state corresponding to (y k , u k ). From the dynamic programming principle it follows that (yt k , ut k , Φt k )(t) = (y k , u k , Φ k )(t) for all t ∈ (t, k). Therefore we have Φt
, and
whereΦ k (respectivelyỹ k ) is the extension by zero of Φ k (respectively y k ) to (k, ∞). In the proof of Theorem 4.1 we have shown that (ỹ k ) k is bounded in L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 n (Ω)) and that it converges toŷ in
Observe thatΦ k is also the solution of the equation
From Young's inequality for convolutions it follows that (Φ
andΦ obeys the equation
Step 3. Regularity ofΦ. We have Lemma 8.5) . Moreover due to Lemma 8.9, the sequence (
nΦ , and (ŷ,Φ) obey the first two equations in (4.4).
Step 4. Let us show that if
To establish this result we rewrite system (4.4) as follows
Due to Lemma 8.9 we know that B * Φ ∈ L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 (Γ)). Applying Lemmas 8.1 and 8.3, we obtain:
Still from Lemma 8.9, we deduce that B * Φ ∈ V 1/2−ε ,1/4−ε /2 (Σ ∞ ) for all ε > 0. Applying successively Lemmas 8.1, 8.3 and Lemma 8.9 we can prove that y belongs to V 1−ε ,1/2−ε /2 (Q ∞ ) and B * Φ belongs to
. From Lemma 8.5 we deduce that Φ ∈ V 3,3/2 (Q ∞ ), and the estimate (4.5) holds true.
Step 5. We show that the pair (ŷ,Φ) obeys the third equation in (4.4). With Lemma 8.5 we can show thatΦ
we deduce thatΦ (t) ∈ ∂ϕ(ŷ(t)), i.e.Φ(t) = Πŷ(t).
Thus we have shown that (ŷ,Φ) obeys the third equation in (4.4).
Step 6. Uniqueness. If a solution (y, Φ) ∈ L 2 (0, ∞; V 0 n (Ω)) × V 2,1 (Q ∞ ) to system (4.4), due to step 4 it obeys (4.5), and we can show that
Passing to the limit when k tends to infinity we obtain
Thus if y 0 = 0 we have y = 0. From the relation Φ = Πy we deduce that Φ = 0, and the uniqueness is established.
Step 7. Final estimate. From the previous steps it follows that (ŷ,Φ) is the unique solution to system
, the estimate of the lemma follows from (4.5). (Ω) for some 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, then the solution (y, Φ) of system (4.4) belongs to V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q ∞ ) × V 7/2−ε,7/4−ε/2 (Q ∞ ), and we have:
Proof. With Lemmas 4.2 and 8.9, we first prove that u ∈ V 1,1/2 (Σ ∞ ). Applying Lemmas 8.1 and 8.3, it follows that y belongs to V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q ∞ ). The estimate for Φ follows from Lemma 8.5, and we deduce that B * Φ ∈ V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q ∞ ) with Lemma 8.9. (Ω), V 1−ε (Γ)) for all ε > 0. From Lemma 4.2 it follows that, for all y 0 ∈ V 0 n (Ω), the evolution equation
Remark 4.4. Due to Lemma 4.2, if y
admits at least one weak solution belonging to
It is easy to show that this solution is unique. Due to Lemma 4.2, it is equal to y y0 , where (y y0 , u y0 ) is the solution of (P 0,y0 ). Still from Lemma 4.2, we deduce that the family of operators (S(t)) t≥0 defined by 
For that we are going to use the characterization of (A * Π , D(A * Π )), the adjoint of (A Π , D(A Π )). Let us define the unbounded operator ( We clearly have
). With equations (4.7) and (4.10), we can show that e (t−s)AΠ f ds, using the definition of weak solution for z, by passing to the limit when t tends to infinity, we can show that y satisfies the equation
where f = A Π y. Thus
In equation ( 
is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic exponentially stable semigroup on V 0 n (Ω).
The operator Π is the unique weak solution to the algebraic Riccati equation
(Ω)). Proof. The first part of the theorem is already proved. We have already shown that Π * = Π ≥ 0 and 
(Ω)) ), with 0 < ε < 1/2. In this section we want to study the regularity of solutions to the control problem (P 0,y0,f ) in function of the regularity of y 0 . This result will be used in the next section to study the local stabilization of the two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations.
Theorem 5.1.
,f ) admits a unique solution (yt ,y0,f , ut ,y0,f ) and the optimal cost ϕ(t, y 0 , f ) = J(t, yt ,y0,f , ut ,y0,f ) obeys
where the constant C is independent oft. Proof. The semigroup generated by A Π on V 0 n (Ω) is analytic and exponentially stable. Thus the solution to the equation
is defined by
and it obeys
for some C > 0 and some ω > 0. It follows that
, where the constant C is independent oft. Since M B * τ Π and R 
n Πz) is admissible for (Pt ,y0,f ) and we have
. Therefore by classical arguments we can prove that (Pt ,y0,f ) admits a unique solution (yt ,y0,f , ut ,y0,f ) and that the optimal cost ϕ(t,
Thus from the exponential stability of the semigroup (e tA * Π ) t≥0 it yields
The estimates of the lemma follows from Young's inequality for convolutions. The uniqueness of solution is obvious.
, denote by (ŷ,û) the solution to problem (P 0,y0,f ), and letΦ be the solution to equation
The following estimate holds
Proof.
Step 1. Due to estimate (5.2), we have
Consider the problem
Problem (P k 0,y0,f ) admits a unique solution (y k , u k ) characterized by
Since we have
as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can show that
whereũ k andỹ k denote the extensions by zero of u k and y k to (k, ∞).
Step 2. Passage to the limit for Φ k . LetΦ k be the extension by zero of Φ k to (k, ∞). We have
. We can rewrite the above equation in the form
Due to (5.7) and to Lemma 5.2, we can claim that
whereΦ is the solution of equation (5.3) corresponding to (ŷ,û). Notice that
(5.9)
By passing to the limit in the equatioñ
with Lemmas 8.6 and 8.9, we can show that (
ThusΦ satisfies the second equation in (5.4) corresponding toŷ.
nΦ , and (ŷ,Φ) obeys the system (5.4). The estimate forΦ follows from Lemma 8.5 and from (5.9).
(Q) and we have:
(Ω) for some 0 < ε < 1/2, then the solution (y, Φ) of system (4.4) belongs to V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q) × V 7/2−ε,7/4−ε/2 (Q), we have:
Proof. Assume that y 0 ∈ V 0 n (Ω). Applying Lemmas 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, we first obtain that y belongs to V 1/2−ε ,1/4−ε /2 (Q ∞ ) for all ε > 0. From Lemma 8.9, we deduce that B * Φ ∈ V 1/2−ε ,1/4−ε /2 (Σ ∞ ) for all ε > 0. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we can use a bootstrap argument to show that y ∈
, with the corresponding estimates for y and Φ.
The same procedure can be used to prove the other estimates in the case when y 0 ∈ V 1/2−ε n (Ω).
6. Stabilization of the two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. Throughout this section, we assume that N = 2.
6.1. First stabilization result. Consider the Navier-Stokes equations with the linear feedback law determined in section 4:
where F (y) = −(y · ∇)y. Theorem 6.1. For all 0 < ε < 1/4, There exists µ 0 > 0 and a nondecreasing function η from R + into itself, such that if µ ∈ (0, µ 0 ) and
≤ η(µ), then equation (6.1) admits a unique solution in the set
Moreover (I − P )y belongs to
) the solution to the equation
Proof. Since the semigroup (e tAΠ ) t≥0 is exponentially stable on V 0 n (Ω), equation (6.2) admits a unique solution y belonging to
We denote by (ŷ,Φ) the solution to system (5.4). We set r(t) =Φ(t) − Πy(t) .
We denote byỹ the solution to the equatioñ
From the definition of r it follows that
Thanks to this identity, we can rewrite equation (6.2) in the form
Thus y =ŷ +ỹ. Due to Theorem 5.4, we notice that
Moreover y belongs to
From Lemma 8.3 it follows that
Thus y =ŷ +ỹ belongs to V 1/2−ε ,1/4−ε /2 (Q ∞ ) for all ε > 0. Therefore B * r belongs to
) for all ε > 0 (see Remark (4.4)), and we have
With another iteration we can prove an estimate of B * r in V 1−ε ,1/2−ε /2 (Σ ∞ ). Still with Lemma 8.3 we obtain
for all ε > ε > 0. With Theorem 5.4, we have
and the proof is complete.
Proof. We first observe that
Therefore we have
The proof is complete.
Proof. We have
Therefore with Lemma 6.3, it follows that
From [20, Theorem B.3] we deduce that
The divergence operator is continuous from L 2 (Ω) into H −1 (Ω), and from
Thus it is also continuous from
, and from H −1 (Ω) into V −1 (Ω) (see e.g. [36] ). Thus it is also continuous from (H 2ε (Ω)) into (V 2ε n (Ω)) . Therefore we have
Observe that the condition 0 < ε < 1/4 is needed to have (H 2ε (Ω)) → H −1 (Ω).
Lemma 6.5. Let ε be in (0, 1/4). The mapping P F is locally Lispchitz continuous from
). More precisely we have
From Lemma 6.4 it follows that P F is a mapping from
. By calculations similar as those in Lemma 6.4, we obtain:
The proof is complete. Lemma 6.6. If P y belongs to V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q ∞ ) for some 0 < ε < 1/2, then
. The lemma follows from the continuity properties of the operator (I − P ).
Proof. Proof of Theorem 6.1.
, we denote by y z the solution to the equation
We are going to prove that the mapping M : z → y z is a contraction in D µ .
(i) From Lemma 6.2, Lemma 6.4, and Lemma 6.6 it follows that y z V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q∞) ≤ P y z V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q∞) + (I − P )y z V 3/2−ε,3/4−ε/2 (Q∞)
(ii) From Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.5 it follows that
Thus with Lemma 6.6 and the previous estimate we obtain
Thus if µ < µ 0 , the mapping M is a contraction in D µ , and the system (6.1) admits a unique solution in D µ .
6.2. Second stabilization result. To obtain a feedback law providing an exponential stabilization of the Navier-Stokes, we are going to use the linear feedback law determined thanks to an auxiliary problem. For that, we setŷ = e ωt y,û = e ωt u.
thenŷ is the solution to the system
Set A ω = A + ωI, and let Π ω ∈ L(V 0 n (Ω)) be the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation:
(Ω)) to this equation may be proved as in section 4. As in section 4, it can be shown that
, where (z y0 , v y0 ) is the solution of the control problem
where I is the functional of section 4, and
Consider the Navier-Stokes equations with the linear feedback law: As previously, ifŷ is a solution to (6.6), then y = e −ωtŷ is the solution of ≤ η 0 (µ), the equation (6.7) admits a unique solution in the set
Moreover y, which belongs to
Proof. Substituting F (y) by e −ωt F (ŷ) in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we can show that there exists µ 0 > 0 and a nondecreasing function η 0 from R + into itself, such that if µ ∈ (0, µ 0 ) and
for some 0 < ε < 1/4, the equation (6.6) admits a unique solutionŷ in
. Thus y = e −ωtŷ is the solution of equation (6.7), it belongs to D µ and it satisfies obeys
The proof is complete. 
, and which enjoys the same regularizing properties as in Theorem 4.5. Since we deal with controls belonging to V 0 n (Γ), the operator R A is now the identity. As in Theorem 6.7 we can prove that, for all 0 < ε < 1/4, there exists µ 0 > 0 and a nondecreasing function η 0 from R + into itself, such that if µ ∈ (0, µ 0 ) and
≤ η 0 (µ), the equation
admits a unique solution in the set
Notice that the local feedback stabilization of the two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations is not studied in [4] (only the stabilization of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations is studied in two dimension in [4, Appendix B] ). If we transpose the results obtained in [4] in the 3D case to the 2D case, the results are completely different from the ones we obtain. Indeed we here prove a local stabilization result for the Navier-Stokes equations thanks to the solution of a classical Riccati equation (equation (7.1)), while the Riccati equation obtained in [4, Section 4] is only defined in the domain of the square of the feedback operator, which is unknown.
7.2. Dependence of solutions with respect to ν for the stabilization of the Stokes equation. The dependence of solutions to our control problems with respect to ν is very complicated because the stationary solution w involved in the Oseen operator also depends on ν in a complicated way. There is one particular situation for which we can clarify this dependence, it is the one corresponding to w = 0. Assume that the semigroup generated by (νP ∆ + ωI,
n (Ω) be unstable for a given ω > 0. What has been done in section 6.2 is still valid if w ≡ 0. Let Π ω be the solution to equation (6.4) corresponding to A = νA 0 and A ω = νA 0 + ωI. Consider the solutionŷ to the closed loop system
From the previous sections we know that
for all 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, where C(ε, ω) > 0 depends on ε and ω, and σ is positive, but not precisely known. Setting y = e −ωtŷ , we can check that y is the solution to the closed loop system 2) and y obeys the decay rate
Thus we have solved the boundary feedback stabilization problem of the Stokes equations with a prescribed exponential decay rate ω. Now we would like to clarify the dependence of the solution y of equation (7. 2) with respect to ω. We have to clarify the dependence of Π ω with respect to ν. Let ν 1 and ν 2 be two viscosity coefficients such that ν 1 > ν 2 . Assume that the semigroup generated by (ν 1 P ∆ + ωI, V 2 (Ω) ∩ V 1 0 (Ω)) on V 0 n (Ω) is unstable for a given ω > 0. For i = 1, 2, let Π νi,ω be the solution to equation (6.4) corresponding to A ω = ν i A 0 + ωI. With this notation we can observe that Π ν1,ω is also the solution to the equation (where the inequality ≤ is the inequality between quadratic forms), and
Thus, as in [7] , we can claim that Π ν1,ω ≤ Π ν2,ω .
If y νi is the solution to the closed loop system (7.2) for A = ν i A 0 , we have .
Proof. The exponential stability of the semigroup (e t(A−λ0I) ) t≥0 gives a bound for y in L 2 (0, ∞; (Ω)), the other estimates may be obtained by using proofs in [5] and interpolation results. 
for all 2/(1 + 2ε) ≤ r ≤ 2.
(ii) Now we assume that f belongs to L 2 (0, ∞; (V 2ε n (Ω)) ). To prove the estimate in that case we proceed by interpolation. We know that Proof. We rewrite the equation in the form λ 0 Φ − νP ∆Φ = y − P ((w · ∇)Φ) + P ((∇w) T Φ).
Since w ∈ V 3 (Ω) and Φ ∈ V 2 (Ω), then P ((w · ∇)Φ) and P ((∇w) T Φ) belong to V 1 (Ω), which gives an estimate of Φ in V 3 (Ω). Knowing that Φ ∈ V 3 (Ω), P ((w · ∇)Φ) and P ((∇w) T Φ) belong to V 2 (Ω), and the proof is complete. 
